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Abstract
To foster the neural encoding of Portuguese, this paper contributes foundation encoder models that represent an
expansion of the still very scarce ecosystem of large language models specifically developed for this language that
are fully open, in the sense that they are open source and openly distributed for free under an open license for any
purpose, thus including research and commercial usages. Like most languages other than English, Portuguese is
low-resourced in terms of these foundational language resources, there being the inaugural 900 million parameter
Albertina and 335 million Bertimbau. Taking this couple of models as an inaugural set, we present the extension of
the ecosystem of state-of-the-art open encoders for Portuguese with a larger, top performance-driven model with
1.5 billion parameters, and a smaller, efficiency-driven model with 100 million parameters. While achieving this
primary goal, further results that are relevant for this ecosystem were obtained as well, namely new datasets for
Portuguese based on the SuperGLUE benchmark, which we also distribute openly.
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1. Introduction

The present paper contributes foundation models
that represent the development and the populating
of the still very scarce ecosystem of fully open large
language models of the encoder family of Trans-
formers specifically developed for the Portuguese
language, that is models that are open source and
openly distributed with for free with an open license.

Since their appearance in (Vaswani et al., 2017)
and given their superior performance vis a vis their
viable alternatives, neural language models based
on the Transformer architecture became the main-
stream approach for virtually any natural language
processing task (Brown et al., 2020; Raffel et al.,
2020; He et al., 2021). Transformers were pro-
posed in an encoder-decoder setup (Raffel et al.,
2020), but encoder-only and decoder-only setups
have also been shown highly competitive by subse-
quent research (Devlin et al., 2019; He et al., 2021;
Brown et al., 2020).

Despite the outstanding visibility that the
Transformer-based decoder models have de-
servedly garnered, especially with the availability
of ChatGPT for the general public, the models of
the encoder family have not lost their traction as
they have maintained a competitive performance
in non-generative tasks, especially in those tasks

primarily related to classification (He et al., 2021;
Zhong et al., 2022).1

The largest and more powerful foundation mod-
els have been developed for English — (He et al.,
2021; Touvron et al., 2023) among many others
—, which is the language that, among the more
than 7 000 idioms on the planet, is by a very large
margin the one whose research is better funded,
better technologically prepared for the digital age
and for which more language resources have been
developed (Rehm and Way, 2023).

Additionally, multilingual models have also been
developed, whose training is done over datasets
that extend its majority of English data with propor-
tionally much smaller data portions from a few other
languages (Devlin et al., 2019; Chowdhery et al.,
2022; Scao et al., 2022). Leveraged by the sheer
volume of data thus made available, these models
have shown competitive performance in handling
tasks in the languages, other than English, whose
data portions are a minority in their training set (Wu
and Dredze, 2019).

On par with these results and their relevance for

1At the time of writing, as a way of confir-
mation of this remark, the top performing model
in the SuperGLUE benchmark (https://super.
gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard) is an encoder,
namely the Vega v2 model (Zhong et al., 2022).

https://super.gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard
https://super.gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard
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some multilingual natural language tasks, espe-
cially machine translation, other approaches have
been explored, namely with the continuation of the
pre-training of multilingual or plain English mod-
els with data from a specific language. Reported
results seem to converge in indicating that when
their continued training is appropriately setup, the
performance of the resulting models on language-
specific tasks shows important improvements over
a possible baseline model whose training was per-
formed from scratch with the same (comparatively
small) amount of language-specific data (Kim et al.,
2021; Pires et al., 2023; Rodrigues et al., 2023).

Adopting this latter approach and adding to
the previous work on the neural encoding of Por-
tuguese (Rodrigues et al., 2023; Souza et al., 2020),
the present paper puts forward further models for
this language that expand its ecosystem of open
encoders. These encoders cumulatively comply
with all the features of being open source, pub-
licly available for free, and distributed under a most
permissive license (including for research and for
commercial purposes). Furthermore, they are avail-
able for two variants of Portuguese: European Por-
tuguese, spoken in Portugal (PTPT), and American
Portuguese, spoken in Brazil (PTBR).

Taking as reference the existing state-of-the-
art 900 million parameter encoder Albertina (Ro-
drigues et al., 2023), which complies with all the
above requirements, in this paper we present the
extension of the ecosystem of open encoders for
Portuguese with a larger, top performance-driven
encoder model with 1.5 billion parameters, Al-
bertina 1.5B PT, and a smaller, efficiency-driven
encoder model with 100 million parameters, Al-
bertina 100M PT. These models are distributed
from https://huggingface.co/PORTULAN.

While achieving these central goals, further re-
sults that are relevant for this ecosystem were ob-
tained as well: new datasets for Portuguese based
on the trusted GLUE (Wang et al., 2018) and Su-
perGLUE (Wang et al., 2019) benchmarks, which
are distributed openly; and state-of-the-art perfor-
mance for Portuguese in various natural language
processing tasks in these benchmarks.

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-
lows: the next Section 2 discusses related work.
In Section 3 the data used in the creation of the
various models is presented; the encoder models
created in this study are described in Section 4;
Section 5 presents the evaluation results; and Sec-
tion 6 closes the paper with concluding remarks.

2. Related Work

The advent of the Transformer architecture
(Vaswani et al., 2017) represents a revolutionary
milestone in the field of Natural Language Process-

ing. With its attention mechanisms, the Transformer
enabled the efficient modeling of contextual infor-
mation in text, paving the way for the development
of powerful models.

The success of this architecture led to the emer-
gence of various encoder models, such as BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019),
and DeBERTa (He et al., 2021), which set new
standards for language comprehension tasks. Nev-
ertheless, they cater exclusively for the English
language.

To address linguistic diversity, multilingual en-
coder models emerged as a promising solution.
Notable examples include mBERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), XLM (Conneau and Lample, 2019) and XLM-
R (Conneau et al., 2020), among others, which
support multiple languages and seek to bridge lan-
guage barriers.

In contrast, a few encoder models that cater for
specific languages have also been introduced. For
instance, ERNIE (Sun et al., 2021) for Chinese,
CamemBERT (Martin et al., 2020) for French, and
MarIA (Gutiérrez-Fandiño et al., 2022) for Spanish,
among others. These have demonstrated the im-
portance of language-tailored models in capturing
language-specific nuances, which multilingual mod-
els cannot so easily ensure (Papadimitriou et al.,
2023).

Concerning Portuguese, previous encoder mod-
els such as the 900 million parameter Albertina
(Rodrigues et al., 2023) and the 335 million param-
eter BERTimbau (Souza et al., 2020) have made
significant contributions. With BERTimbau cover-
ing PTBR, and Albertina covering both PTPT and
PTBR variants, these models have not only bol-
stered the Portuguese NLP ecosystem but have
also set the path for the development of more ad-
vanced language models tailored to the Portuguese
language.

In this paper, we aim at adding to this existing
work by contributing further encoder models with
further dimensions, also covering both the Euro-
pean PTPT and the American PTBR variants of
Portuguese.

3. Data

In this section, we present the data used for the
training and testing of our encoder models.

In both their variants, PTBR and PTPT, for our
smaller, 100 million parameter model, we resort
to the Portuguese subset of the OSCAR dataset
(Abadji et al., 2022). And for our larger, 1.5 billion
parameter model, we resort to the Portuguese sub-
set of the CulturaX dataset (Nguyen et al., 2023).
Additionally, for the models handling the PTPT vari-
ants, the dataset we used included also the mono-
lingual corpora DCEP, ParlamentoPT and Europarl

https://huggingface.co/PORTULAN
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dataset exs (M) words (B)
Albertina 100M PTPT 10.2 2.4
Albertina 100M PTBR 4.1 2.7
Albertina 1.5B PTPT 16.1 4.3
Albertina 1.5B PTBR 87.9 36.2

Table 1: Size of datasets used for training, in mil-
lions of examples (exs) and in billions of words

(Hajlaoui et al., 2014; Koehn, 2005; Rodrigues et al.,
2023).

These corpora and their curation are described
in detail below in the next Subsection, and their
sizes are summarized in Table 1.

3.1. Training Data
While both multilingual datasets, OSCAR and Cul-
turaX, distribute their Portuguese subsets sepa-
rately, they do not provide further separation be-
tween European Portuguese and American Por-
tuguese within these subsets. To separate the texts
in one variant from the texts in the other, we use
the source URLs provided with every data entry
and filter by top-level domain. We only keep entries
with the “.br” top-level domain, and add them to the
PTBR subset, and with the “.pt” top-level domain,
for the PTPT subset.

From these datasets, data entries of domains
whose content should not be redistributed were
removed, in order to limit the possibility of content
reproduction by the models or by future derivatives
that will resort to these datasets.

OSCAR Corpus The project promoting the OS-
CAR corpus is an open source project which dis-
tributes multilingual datasets for machine learning
and artificial intelligence applications (Abadji et al.,
2022).

The OSCAR subset for Portuguese we use is
based on November/December 2022 version of
Common Crawl, which is an automatic crawl from
the web. Despite being a crawl, the final dataset is
of relatively good quality due the filtering performed
on the corpus by its authors. As can be seen in
Table 2, we end up with subsets of OSCAR for the
two Portuguese variants that have a not too distinct
number of examples and words.

CulturaX Corpus CulturaX is a multilingual cor-
pus, freely available for research and AI develop-
ment (Nguyen et al., 2023), created by combining
and extensively cleaning two other large datasets,
mC4 (Xue et al., 2021) and OSCAR.

The CulturaX subset for PTBR is an order of
magnitude larger than for PTPT, as depicted in
Table 2, both in examples and words. This does

dataset examples (M) words (M)
OSCAR ptbr 4.1 2,728
OSCAR ptpt 3.0 1,976
CulturaX ptbr 87.9 36,201
CulturaX ptpt 8.9 3,896
DCEP 2.5 76
ParlamentoPT 2.9 289
Europarl 1.8 49

Table 2: Number of examples and words for each
dataset for training

not present itself as a problem since we aim to
develop the best model possible for each variant.

Other Corpora In addition to the above language
resources, for the European Portuguese versions
we also include in our training set: (i) the Por-
tuguese portion of DCEP (Hajlaoui et al., 2014), a
Digital Corpus of the European Parliament; (ii) the
Portuguese portion of Europarl (Koehn, 2005), the
European Parliament Proceedings Parallel Corpus;
and (iii) ParlamentoPT (Rodrigues et al., 2023), a
corpus of transcriptions of the debates in the Por-
tuguese Parliament.

These corpora are based on human transcrip-
tions of parliamentary debates and can be assumed
to be of very high quality, despite their limited do-
main. They provide a good complement to OSCAR
and CulturaX.

Finally, we apply further quality filtering to all
corpora—except to CulturaX, since it already has a
good quality filtering step—, through the use of the
Bloom pre-processing pipeline (Laurençon et al.,
2022).

Table 2 presents statistics for all the corpora used
in this work; all these numbers are calculated right
before training the model, i.e. after splitting be-
tween variants and applying all types of additional
content filtering.

3.2. Testing Data

The performance of encoder models are typically
evaluated by testing them in downstream tasks. For
the Portuguese language, both variants, there is
however a lack of such datasets, either in quality
or in quantity, to appropriately evaluate an encoder
models. The only dataset created from scratch in
(American) Portuguese, that we could find, is the
ASSIN 2 dataset (Real et al., 2020) that was used
to evaluate BERTimbau.

To cope with this hindrance, we contribute new
test datasets for Portuguese based on the GLUE
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(Wang et al., 2018) and SuperGLUE (Wang et al.,
2019) benchmarks.

We obtain these datasets through machine trans-
lation from English using DeepL,2 which allows
translation either to PTPT or to PTBR, and to our
knowledge is the only online service that translates
to both of these variants. DeepL is regarded as one
of the best machine translation services available
online.3

The exception to this translation process, con-
cerns the PTBR portion of GLUE, which we took
from PLUE (Gomes, 2020), to avoid redoing valid
work already present in the literature and openly
distributed.

ASSIN 2 tasks The ASSIN 2 dataset contains two
tasks: (i) RTE, for recognizing textual entailment,
and (ii) STS, for semanting textual similarity.

GLUE tasks From GLUE we chose four tasks:
two similarity tasks, (i) MRPC, for detecting whether
two sentences are paraphrases of each other, and
(ii) STS-B, for semantic textual similarity; and two
inference tasks, (iii) RTE, for recognizing textual en-
tailment, and (iv) WNLI, for coreference and natural
language inference.

SuperGLUE tasks As for SuperGlue, we also
chose four tasks: two QA tasks, (i) MultiRC, for
detecting whether an answer to a question about
a paragraph is correct or not, and (ii) BoolQ, for
answering yes or no to a question about a passage;
one reasoning task, (ii) COPA, given a premise sen-
tence and two possible choices, the system must
determine either the cause or effect of the premise
from two possible choices; and one inference task
with three labels, (iv) CB, for predicting how much
the text commits to the clause.

4. Models

This section describes the training of the models
contributed in this paper.

4.1. The starting models
We use DeBERTa (He et al., 2021) as a starting
point from which to continue the pre-training of our
models over Portuguese data. This is an encoder
that incorporates a new attention mechanism, mak-
ing it particularly effective for a wide range of natural
language processing tasks. DeBERTa’s architec-
ture disentangles attention patterns, improving its

2https://www.deepl.com/
3The construction is thoroughly presented in (Osório

et al., submited)

ability to capture relationships between words and
phrases in a text.

With its different model sizes, including the com-
pact DeBERTa-Base with 100 million parameters,
the DeBERTa-XLarge with 900 million parameters,
and the high-capacity DeBERTa-XXLarge with 1.5
billion parameters, it caters for various NLP require-
ments.

The only encoder for both variants PTP and
PTBR variants of Portuguese, the existing 900
million parameter model Albertina, was obtained
by continuing the pre-training of DeBERTa-XLarge
with Portuguese (Rodrigues et al., 2023).

With the same goal in mind, we start from the
DeBERTa-Base to construct our Albertina 100M
PT models, and from the DeBERTa-XXLarge, for
our Albertina 1.5B PT models.

4.2. The Albertina 100M PT Foundation
Model

The two smaller models, Albertina 100M PTPT and
Albertina 100M PTBR, are constructed upon the
DeBERTa Base V1 model, comprising 100 million
parameters.

The models were trained on a a2-megagpu-16gb
Google Cloud A2 node equipped with 16 GPUs, 96
vCPUs, and 1.360 GB of RAM, and their training
took approximately one day of compute. This con-
figuration resulted in a batch size of 3072 samples,
with 192 samples allocated per GPU, when trying
to fill the whole memory available.

We used the original DeBERTa tokenizer for both
models, implementing a 128-token sequence trun-
cation and dynamic padding. The training was per-
formed under a learning rate of 1e-5, with linear
decay and 10k warm-up steps, determined after a
few exploratory trials. The PTPT model underwent
200 training epochs, while the PTBR model under-
went 150, accumulating roughly 180k training steps
in each case.

4.3. The Albertina 1.5B PT Foundation
Model

As for the larger models, Albertina 1.5B PTPT and
PTBR, we developed them upon the DeBERTa
XXLarge V2 encoder, comprising 1.5 billion param-
eters.

Similarly to the smaller models, the two Albertina
1.5B PTmodels were trained on a a2-megagpu-
16gb Google Cloud A2 node.

We resorted to the original DeBERTa V2 tok-
enizer for both models, implementing a 128-token
sequence truncation and dynamic padding for 250k
steps, a 256-token sequence-truncation for 80k
steps and finally a 512-token sequence-truncation
for 60k steps. These steps correspond to the
equivalent setup of 48 hours on a2-megagpu-16gb

https://www.deepl.com/
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Google Cloud A2 node for the 128-token input se-
quences, 24 hours of computation for the 256-token
input sequences and 24 hours of computation for
the 512-token input sequences.

We applied a learning rate of 1e-5, with linear
decay and 10k warm-up steps, determined after a
few exploratory trials

5. Evaluation and Discussion

This section presents and discusses the evaluation
of our models, introduced just above in Section 4,
with respect to the downstream tasks, introduced in
Section 3.2, after their fine-tuning on these tasks.

Additionally, for the sake of a thorough compar-
ative evaluation of these models, this section also
presents the results of fine-tuning and evaluating in
the same downstream tasks, the pre-existing mod-
els in the ecosystem of encoders for Portuguese,
namely the 900 million parameter Albertina and the
335 million parameter BERTimbau We also evalu-
ate with the two DeBERTa baseline models, with
100 million and 1.5 billion parameter, trained mostly
with English data, which we did not continue the
training on further Portuguese data.

The compilation of all these results are in Table 4,
for the model versions concerning the PTBR variant,
and Table 5, for the PTPT variant.

5.1. Fine-tuning
Each model under evaluation was fine-tuned on
each of the eight downstream tasks obtained from
GLUE and SuperGLUE and introduced in Sec-
tion 3.2.4 In order to proceed with hyper-parameter
optimization, the following hyper-parameter values
were chosen for our grid-search:

• Epochs: 5
• Batch size: 4
• Learning rate: {1× 10−5, 5× 10−5, 1× 10−6}
• Learning rate scheduler type: linear
• Warm up ratio: 0.1
• Adam epsilon: 1× 10−6

• Weight decay: 0.01
• Dropout: {0, 0.1}
• BF16: {0, 1}

A hyper-parameter grid search was performed for
each pre-trained model/task combination, resulting
in a total of 4104 fine-tuned and evaluated models.

4The exception were the 100M DeBERTa models
(DeBERTa-base and both versions of Albertina 100M
PT), which were not evaluated on the COPA task be-
cause the Hugging Face head for multiple choice does
not support DeBERTa v1 models.

This number results from 12 combinations of hyper-
parameter values (3 learning rates × 2 dropout
values × 2 BF16 values), times the number of tasks
(10 for PT-BR and 8 for PT-PT), times the number
of evaluated pre-trained models5 (7 for PT-BR and
6 for PT-PT), times 3 random seeds.

As presented in Section 3, the GLUE and Super-
GLUE evaluation datasets were translated into both
Portuguese variants from their English originals.

It is noteworthy that the test sets from from the
GLUE and SuperGLUE datasets are not distributed
with ground labels, as evaluation is setup to pro-
ceed by submitting online the data to be evalu-
ated. Given that the number of such online sub-
missions per month for each user is highly limited
and very small, and given the very large number of
models and tasks and thus of evaluation runs we
needed to cope with, it was not practically viable
to resort to such online evaluation service. As a
consequence, to proceed with our very large exper-
imental space, we adopted the same methodology
as we did for the 900 million parameter Albertina
(Rodrigues et al., 2023): we used the validation
partitions of the downstream datasets for testing;
and for training, we randomly split the partition that
is originally distributed for training into 90% that
we used for actual training and into the remaining
10% that we used for development and validation
purposes.

After acquiring the best hyper-parameter values
on the data that were set aside for development
purposes and by using such hyper-parameters, the
performance scores were obtained by testing on the
subsets that were left for evaluation, which are dis-
played in Tables 3, 4 and 5. The values presented
are the average scores of 3 runs with different ran-
dom seeds.

5.2. Albertina 1.5B PT Fine-tuned
Since most tasks have input sizes closer to 256
than to 512, we evaluated two variants of the Al-
bertina 1.5B PT model: the models with suffix S
(short) in Tables 4 and 5 are fine-tuned from check-
points after pre-training with sequences of 256 to-
kens; while the models with suffix L (long) are fine-
tuned from the final checkpoints, i.e. after pre-
training with sequences of 512 tokens.

In almost all tasks and for both language vari-
ants, our largest model, with 1.5 billion parameters,
shows the best performance scores, and in the few
cases where that is not the case, it competitively
come close to the best scoring model.

It is of note that among the downstream tasks,
WNLI appears somehow as an outlier as the per-

5The 100M parameter models could not be evaluated
in the COPA task for lack of support for these models in
the HuggingFace head implementation for this task.
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ASSIN2
model RTE STS
Albertina 1.5B PTBR L 0.9153 0.8647
Albertina 1.5B PTBR S 0.9109 0.8688
Albertina 900M PTBR 0.9130 0.8676
BERTimbau (335M) 0.8913 0.8531
Albertina 100M PTBR 0.8747 0.8269
DeBERTa 1.5B EN 0.8803 0.8356
DeBERTa 100M EN 0.8369 0.7760

Table 3: Evaluation scores for PTBR on the ASSIN2 native American Portuguese dataset. Performance
on RTE is measured with accuracy and on STS with Pearson

GLUE SuperGLUE
model RTE WNLI MRPC STS-B COPA CB MultiRC BoolQ
Albertina 1.5B PTBR L 0.8676 0.4742 0.8622 0.9007 0.7767 0.6372 0.7667 0.8654
Albertina 1.5B PTBR S 0.8123 0.4225 0.8638 0.8968 0.8533 0.6884 0.6799 0.8509
Albertina 900M PTBR 0.7545 0.4601 0.9071 0.8910 0.7767 0.5799 0.6731 0.8385
BERTimbau (335M) 0.6446 0.5634 0.8873 0.8842 0.6933 0.5438 0.6787 0.7783
Albertina 100M PTBR 0.6582 0.5634 0.8149 0.8489 n.a. 0.4771 0.6469 0.7537
DeBERTa 1.5B EN 0.7810 0.4789 0.8555 0.8600 0.4733 0.4648 0.6738 0.8315
DeBERTa 100M EN 0.5716 0.5587 0.8060 0.8266 n.a. 0.4739 0.6391 0.6838

Table 4: Evaluation scores for PTBR. Performance on RTE, WNLI, BoolQ and COPA is measured with
accuracy, on MRPC, MultiRC and CB with F1, and on STS-B with Pearson

formance level of the different models on it is not
aligned with their performance level in the other
tasks. This has been already observed also with
Albertina 900 M (Rodrigues et al., 2023), which
attributed this to the very small size of the WNLI
dataset.

In its overall performance, this largest model sur-
passes the previously best model Albertina 900M
in this ecosystem, and offers thus the state-of-the-
art performance in most tasks for Portuguese by
an open encoder.

5.3. Albertina 100M PT Fine-tuned
With 100 million parameters, our Albertina 100M
PT model is the smallest in this ecosystem of open
encoders for Portuguese. Yet, it has very good
performance taking into account its reduced size.

Taking WNLI aside, Albertina 100M PT matches
or surpasses its base model (DeBERTa 100M) in
all 16 tasks, except in CB for PTPT.

On the other hand, our Albertina 100M PTBR is
very competitive with respect to the BERTimbau
model, whose 335 million parameters are more
than the triple of its size. It surpasses BERTimbau’s
performance in GLUE’s RTE, and supports a very
competitive second position in most of the other
tasks. Likely, this is the consequence of BERTim-
bau having BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as its base
model, while Albertina 100M PTis based in the

more advanced DeBERTa (He et al., 2021).

5.4. Discussion
The larger the better Taking a broad view of the
results in Tables 4 and 5, overall and as expected,
the larger the Albertina model the better is its per-
formance in downstream tasks.

In this respect, and taking aside WNLI, already
commented on above, the exception to this trend
is MRPC. In this task, the 1.5B Albertina models
are outperformed by the smaller 900M Albertinas.
Although we don’t have a compelling explanation
for this, it appears that the 900M parameter net-
work may provide the optimal expressive power for
learning this particular task and dataset, across the
various model sizes under evaluation.

The more monolingual the better When com-
pared to their respective DeBERTa baseline coun-
terparts, our newly contributed models, Albertina
1.5B PTand Albertina 100M PT, present superior
performance in general.

This adds to the empirical evidence in the litera-
ture, commented in Section 2, for the importance of
continuing the pre-training of models with monolin-
gual data for the language of interest, even if they
started multilingual or were initially developed for
another language. If appropriately prepared, the re-
sulting models typically represent a better solution
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GLUE SuperGLUE
model RTE WNLI MRPC STS-B COPA CB MultiRC BoolQ
Albertina 1.5B PTPT L 0.8809 0.4742 0.8457 0.9034 0.8433 0.7840 0.7688 0.8602
Albertina 1.5B PTPT S 0.8809 0.5493 0.8752 0.8795 0.8400 0.5832 0.6791 0.8496
Albertina 900M PTBR 0.8339 0.4225 0.9171 0.8801 0.7033 0.6018 0.6728 0.8224
Albertina 100M PTPT 0.6919 0.4742 0.8047 0.8590 n.a. 0.4529 0.6481 0.7578
DeBERTa 1.5B EN 0.8147 0.4554 0.8696 0.8557 0.5167 0.4901 0.6687 0.8347
DeBERTa 100M EN 0.6029 0.5634 0.7802 0.8320 n.a. 0.4698 0.6368 0.6829

Table 5: Evaluation scores for PTPT. Performance on RTE, WNLI, BoolQ and COPA is measured with
accuracy, on MRPC, MultiRC and CB with F1, and on STS-B with Pearson

for that language.
Concerning the largest model Abertina 1.5B, and

taking aside the WNLI outlier, it always improves
over its baseline model.

As for our smaller model Albertina 100M, the
exception to this trend appears once again in WNLI,
for PTPT, and CB, by a small margin, also for PTPT.

The more advanced the base model the bet-
ter Comparing the new Albertina 100M PT and
Albertina 1.5B PT models to the previously exist-
ing models, it is clear that the larger models offer
improvements over smaller models as noted above.

However, it is important also to note that the differ-
ence between the performance scores of Albertina
100M PTBR and of the 335M BERTimbau is rather
small, which seems to suggest that the improve-
ments in DeBERTa, on which our Albertina 100M
PTis based, over BERT, which used as a base
model by BERTimbau, have allowed for more ef-
ficient parameter utilization and improved perfor-
mance in general.

The more language variants the better For
the same task and the same model dimension,
the models for the European PTPT and American
PTBR variants of Portuguese show different perfor-
mance scores. While in general not representing a
wide gap, these differences exist, as expected.

These differences should be attributed, for in-
stance, to the possible different quality of the trans-
lations produced for the English datasets, depend-
ing on the Portuguese variant, and also attributed
in some cases to the different sizes of the training
corpora, etc. For instance, the training of the 1.5
billion model for PTBR was based on a 36.2 billion
token dataset, while the same size model for PTPT
resorted to a much smaller, 4.3 billion token corpus,
as indicated in Table 1.

From the three models with two versions, i.e. one
version per variant, namely, the Albertina 100M,
900M and 1.5B models, it is the 900M one than may
permit a more insightful comparison among its two
variants given the conditions of their training were

closer to each other, with a 2.7M and a 2.2M token
training dataset for PTBR and PTPT, respectively
(Rodrigues et al., 2023).

Thus looking to the experimental results we ob-
tained for the two Albertina 900M versions, PTBR
and PTPT, across the Tables 4 and 5, one finds
deltas, for instance, of 0.079 (accuracy) in RTE,
0.073 (F1) in COPA, or 0.022 (accuracy) in CB.
This is in line with the same lessons drawn in (Ro-
drigues et al., 2023), and it is confirming its results.
It is thus relevant to keep the two variants of Por-
tuguese addressed by different model versions if
possible.

6. Conclusions

The results reported in the present paper demon-
strate that the models hereby contributed represent
valuable advances for the ecosystem of fully open
large language models of Portuguese.

With its 1.5 billion parameters, Albertina 1.5B
PT becomes the largest open encoder specifically
developed for this language, and the one that better
support state of the art performance in downstream
tasks.

With its 100 million parameter, Albertina 100M
PT becomes, in turn, the smallest, appropriately
curated and documented, open encoder of this
ecosystem, and thus the one that ensures an en-
coding solution for this language that favours effi-
ciency and is available to run in limited hardware.

It is also worth noting that the advancements con-
tributed in this paper for both American and Euro-
pean variants of Portuguese cater for the linguistic
diversity in this language, ensuring their relevance
and applicability to a broad user base.

In conclusion, this paper presents a significant
contribution to the field of language technology for
Portuguese by introducing state-of-the-art large lan-
guage models that serve the technological prepara-
tion of this language. The models are not only tech-
nically robust but also fully open, in the sense that
are open source, openly distributed for free under
an open license for both research and commercial
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purposes. They are adaptable for various applica-
tions, thus facilitating innovation and progress in
the field.

These models can be obtained from https://
huggingface.co/PORTULAN.

Future work will include further expanding and
updating this ecosystem of fully open encoders for
Portuguese with other model dimensions, other
language variants and other design features.
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